
** HOT TITLES COMING IN JANUARY ** 

FICTION 

The Children’s Train – Viola Ardone. A tale based on true events follows the experiences 
of a boy in post-World War II Italy who joins thousands of other children from the south to 
live with adoptive families in the less-desperate north. 

The Push – Ashley Audrain. A devoted mother with a painful past gradually realizes that 
something is very wrong with her daughter, a fear that is complicated by her husband's 
dismissive views and the birth of a healthy son. A first novel. 

The Children’s Blizzard – Melanie Benjamin. The best-selling author of The Aviator's Wife 
draws on oral histories of the Great Plains blizzard of 1888 to depict the experiences of two 
teachers, a servant and a reporter who risk everything to protect the children of immigrant 
homesteaders. 

The Lost Manuscript – Cathy Bonidan. An epistolary novel looks at the love of books and 
magical ability they have to bring people together. 

In the Garden of Spite: a Novel of the Black Widow of La Porte – Camilla Bruce. A novel 
of feminine rage looks at one of the most prolific female serial killers in American history—
and the men who drove her to it. 

Twisted – Steve Cavanaugh. The co-host of the "Two Crime Writers and a Microphone" 
podcast and award-winning author of the Eddie Flynn series combines his signature high 
suspense and unexpected revelations in a highly anticipated latest thriller. 

Spin – Patricia Cornwell. Captain Calli Chase races against time to thwart a plot that leaves 
the fate of humanity hanging in the balance. 

Waiting for the Night Song – Julie Carrick Dalton. Cadie returns to her childhood home to 
confront her estranged best friend and the dark secret they both share and must decide 
what she is willing to sacrifice to protect the people and the land she loves. 

The Butterfly House – Katrine Engberg. Detectives Jeppe Karner and Anette Werner race 
to solve a series of sordid murders linked to some of the most vulnerable patients in a 
Danish hospital. 

Faye, Faraway – Helen Fisher. A debut novel examines loss, faith, and love as it follows a 
grown woman who travels back in time to be reunited with the mother she lost when she 
was a child. 

The Captive – Fiona King Foster. A woman with elite skills from her violent past travels 
with her family and an escaped criminal through a harsh winter landscape to claim a bounty 
and safeguard her loved ones from murderous rivals. A first novel. 



Before She Disappeared – Lisa Gardner. Investigating the cold-case disappearance of a 
Haitian teen in a gritty Boston neighborhood, Frankie Elkin navigates resident and police 
resistance as well as the challenges of her own sobriety before risking her life to uncover 
the truth. 

Bone Canyon – Lee Goldberg. A sequel to Lost Hills finds Los Angeles County Sheriff's 
Department homicide detective Eve Ronin investigating the cold-case disappearance and 
death of a woman whose remains are found in the aftermath of a Santa Monica Mountains 
fire. 

The Heiress: the Revelations of Anne de Bourgh – Molly Greeley. A reimagining of the 
story of Jane Austen's mysterious character depicts a rejected young heiress who fights a 
life-long addiction before discovering health and passion in the London home of her cousin, 
Colonel John Fitzwilliam. 

The Charmed Wife – Olga Grushin. Thirteen years after marrying Prince Charming and 
having two children, a dissatisfied Cinderella sneaks out to obtain the services of a witch 
known to provide love potions to disgruntled housewives, but instead of rekindled romance, 
she wants her husband dead. 

The Wife Upstairs – Rachel Hawkins. Supplementing her modest income by stealing small 
valuables from her gated-community clients, a broke dog-walker endeavors to win the heart 
of a wealthy bachelor before learning his late wife's own rags-to-riches story. 

A Thousand Ships – Natalie Haynes. An award-winning retelling of the Trojan War from 
the perspectives of its women follows the stories of a vigil-keeping Penelope, an Amazon 
princess rival of Achilles and three goddesses whose feud sparks a tragic conflict. 

Better Luck Next Time – Julia Claiborne Johnson. A follow-up to the best-selling Be Frank 
with Me follows the experiences of a former Yale student whose life at a 1930s Reno divorce 
ranch is upended by a shy woman and a thrice-divorced pilot. 

The Prophets – Robert Jones, Jr. Two enslaved young men on a Deep South plantation 
find refuge in each other while transforming a quiet shed into a haven for their fellow 
slaves, before an enslaved preacher declares their bond sinful. A first novel. 

The Lost Boys – Faye Kellerman. Detectives Peter Decker and Tyler McAdams link two 
suspicious disappearances from an assisted living facility to the case of three missing 
campers, before the reappearance of a foster son's biological mother upends Decker's home 
life. 

The Last Garden in England – Julia Kelly. From the author of the international best-seller 
The Light Over London and The Whispers of War comes a poignant and unforgettable tale of 
five women living across three different times whose lives are all connected by one very 
special garden. 



My Brilliant Life – Ae-ran Kim. Presents a universal tale of family bonds and out-of-the-
ordinary friendships. 

All the Colors of Night – Jayne Ann Krentz. A sequel to The Vanishing finds a young man 
with rare crystal-energy abilities partnering with a disgraced paranormal artifacts finder to 
track down a mysterious relic that may be tied to a parent's sudden coma. 

People Like Her – Ellery Lloyd. A successful media influencer's morally questionable 
relationship with the truth exposes deep psychological cracks in her marriage at the same 
time her family is targeted by a violently obsessed fan. 

Possession – Katie Lowe. A woman's husband was murdered 10 years ago, and a true 
crime podcast digs up all the secrets from back then that she'd tried to keep buried. 

A Crooked Tree – Una Mannion. Finding solace in the trees her late Irish immigrant father 
taught her to revere, a teen in 1980s Pennsylvania finds her young life shattered in the 
wake of a summer evening gone terribly wrong. A first novel. 

Pianos and Flowers: Brief Encounters of the Romantic Kind – Alexander McCall Smith. 
An anthology of 14 stories by the best-selling author of the No. 1 Ladies' Detective Agency 
series imagines the rich lives and loves behind everyday people featured in pictures from 
the London Sunday Times photograph archives. 

Aftershock – Judy Melinek. A sequel to First Cut finds forensics prodigy Jessie Teska 
investigating a carefully staged fatal accident that is further complicated by a major 
earthquake that decimates San Francisco. 

Summerwater – Sarah Moss. A series of vignettes offer the idle thoughts of a group of 
strangers vacationing in a Scottish holiday park during a very rainy day, lost in their own 
little worlds, until a shocking event unites them. 

Outlawed – Anna North. A riveting adventure story features a fugitive girl, a mysterious 
gang of robbers, and their dangerous mission to transform the Wild West. 

The Russian – James Patterson. Investigating a trio of horrifying murders in three major 
U.S. cities against a backdrop of his impending nuptials, Detective Michael Bennett risks 
getting caught in a deadly trap set by a particularly elusive killer. 

The Scorpion’s Tale – Douglas Preston. A sequel to Old Bones finds FBI agent Corrie 
Swanson and Santa Fe archaeologist Nora Kelly investigating the mummified corpse of a 
long-dead victim who died in agony while holding a mysterious 16th-century gold cross. 

Shiver – Allie Reynolds. A reunion weekend in the French Alps turns deadly when five 
friends discover that someone has deliberately stranded them at a remote mountaintop 
resort during a snowstorm, where ominous things begin to happen. A first novel. 

Knock Knock – Anders Roslund. Tells the story of a police inspector and a former criminal 
informant in a race against time as they attempt to unravel past and present secrets. 



What Could Be Saved – Liese O’Halloran Schwarz. Alternating between past and present 
as all of the secrets are revealed, this novel is about a family shattered by loss and betrayal, 
and the beauty that can exist even in the midst of brokenness. 

The Mask Falling – Samantha Shannon. From the New York Times best-selling author of 
The Bone Season and The Priory of the Orange Tree comes the fourth novel set in the world 
of Scion. 

Nick – Michael Farris Smith. A tale inspired by Fitzgerald's famous narrator imagines the 
life of Nick Carraway before Gatsby, depicting a war-traumatized, heavily drinking man who 
embarks on a doomed journey of redemption from Paris to New Orleans. 

Neighbors – Danielle Steel. Opening her home to neighbors in the aftermath of a 
devastating earthquake, a reclusive woman inadvertently triggers events that reveal 
secrets, divide relationships and forge new bonds among strangers. 

Dear Miss Kopp – Amy Stewart. While Constance pursues suspected German spies and 
Fleurette performs for the troops as America enters World War I, Army Signal Corps pigeon-
project manager Norma investigates a theft of medical supplies to clear a field hospital 
nurse's name. 

American Traitor – Brad Taylor. Assisting a witness's flight from murderous foreign agents, 
Pike Logan and Jennifer Cahill uncover a plot to trigger a war between China and Taiwan by 
destabilizing the latter's government and digital defenses. 

Deep Into the Dark – P. J. Tracy. Framed for the murder of a friend's abusive ex, war 
veteran Sam Easton turns for help to up-and-coming LAPD detective Margaret Nolan, a 
fallen soldier's sister who would prove Sam's innocence. 

The Liar’s Dictionary – Eley Williams. Tasked with identifying false entries in an 
encyclopedic dictionary before it is digitized, a young intern questioning her sexuality and 
place in the world uncovers the laugh-out-loud mountweazels of a disaffected Victorian 
lexicographer. A first novel. 

The Narrowboat Summer – Anne Youngson. Abandoning their previous lives, two friends 
agree to drive a third friend's narrowboat through the canals of England while she awaits a 
life-saving operation, drawing them all together to forge a new path forward together. 

NONFICTION 

Thyroid Reset Diet: Reverse Hypothyroidism and Hashimoto’s Symptoms with a Proven 
Iodine-Balancing Plan – Alan Christianson. The integrative physician and author of the 
best-selling The Metabolism Reset Diet outlines a recipe-complemented, counterintuitive 
plan for reversing the symptoms of thyroid disease through strategic food replacements that 
regulate iodine intake. 



Saving Justice: Truth, Transparency, and Trust – James Comey. The former FBI Director 
and best-selling author of A Higher Loyalty, uses his long career in federal law enforcement 
to explore issues of justice and fairness in the U.S. justice system. 

Long Time Coming: Reckoning with Race in America – Michael Eric Dyson. From the 
New York Times best-selling author of Tears We Cannot Stop issues a passionate call to 
America to finally reckon with race and start the journey to redemption. 

Featherhood: a Memoir of Two Fathers and a Magpie – Charlie Gilmour. Forging a bond 
with a clever magpie, a man struggling with the past and his own uncertainties as a parent 
discovers that the poet father who abandoned him as a baby had a jackdaw companion. 

ADHD 2.0: New Science and Essential Strategies for Thriving with Distraction – from 
Childhood Through Adulthood – Edward M. Hallowell. The best-selling authors of Driven 
to Distraction draw on cutting-edge research into the less-recognized strengths of the ADHD 
mind, including the "variable attention trait," to discuss career goals, positive relationships 
and the pros and cons of medication. 

Extraterrestrial: the First Sign of Intelligent Life Beyond Earth – Avi Loeb. Harvard’s top 
astronomer lays out his controversial theory that our solar system was recently visited by 
advanced alien technology from a distant star. 

Barack Before Obama: Life Before the Presidency – David Katz. An intimate collection of 
photographs of Barack Obama prior to his presidency include images of him walking in New 
York City unnoticed, playing with his small daughters and making faces at his wife in an 
elevator mirror. 

A Shot in the Moonlight: How a Freed Slave and a Confederate Soldier Fought for 
Justice in the Jim Crow South – Ben Montgomery. Tells the sensational true story of 
George Dinning, a freed slave, who in 1899 joined forces with a Confederate war hero in 
search of justice in the Jim Crow south. 

Till Murder Do Us Part – James Patterson. A woman begins to suspect that her husband 
isn't actually who he says he is and a teenager has her life upended during the hunt for a 
missing girl in two true-crime stories from the prolific and best-selling author. 

Icebound: Shipwrecked at the Edge of the World – Andrea Pitzer. Documents the 
remarkable survival tale of 16th-century Dutch explorer and talented navigator Williams 
Barents, whose obsessive quest to chart the remote regions of the Arctic prompted three 
harrowing expeditions. 

American Daughter: a Memoir – Stephanie Thornton Plymale. The founder of the 
Heritage Home Foundation nonprofit documents her secret abuse-marked childhood in and 
out of foster care and what she discovered while investigating the story of her mother's own 
harrowing past. 

(one more on back!) 



You’ll Never Believe What Happened to Lacey: Crazy Stories About Racism – Amber 
Ruffin. A writer and performer on Late Night with Seth Meyers and her sister write with 
humor and heart to share absurd anecdotes about everyday experiences of racism. 

 

 

ANYTHING WE’VE MISSED? 
SOMETHING YOU’D RECOMMEND? 

LET US KNOW! 
 

Annotations provided courtesy of Baker & Taylor. 

 


